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Master in Teaching Program Self-Study Report
April 1998

A. Conceptual Framework/Program Covenant

1. Relationship to college mission

The Master in Teaching (MIT) program's conceptual framework and program covenant
are a reflection of the public service mission and liberal arts perspective of the college. The
conceptualization and the enactment of the program mirrors the alternative design of the college's
undergraduate academic organization and curriculum. These similarities include student-centered
education in the form of student cohorts actively working within learning communities;
collaborative learning among students, among faculty, and between faculty and students;
collaborative planning of each cohort's curriculum by teams of faculty; narrative evaluations of
student learning; a multicultural and anti-bias curricular perspective; interdisciplinary learning
using primary texts; and a commitment to bridging theory and practice.

2. Articulation of program conceptual framework

The undergraduate teacher education program from the 1980s and the proposal to create a
MIT degree cite "democracy and education" as the theme of the program. The 1989 report to
establish the MIT program also emphasizes developmental appropriate learning for K-12
students and the goal of fostering future teachers who will hold a multicultural, anti-bias
perspective.

In the spring of 1996 the faculty revisited the program's conceptual orientation and
elaborated upon it. That more descriptive version now appears in the program's catalogues and
handbooks. This expanded articulation allows faculty teams to continue to identify over-arching
cycle themes that are based on the faculty's agreed upon conceptual framework. For example,
the faculty for the 1996-98 cycle chose "Weaving the Web of Democracy" as its specific theme
whereas the 1998-2000 cycle faculty are using "Teachers of Native American Learners" as their
organizing theme. The following is the conceptual framework of the MIT program:

We, the faculty for the Master in Teaching (MIT) program, believe the MIT program's success lies as
much in the learning processes used to investigate the content as it does in the content itself. Though we teach
particular subject matter content, our processes are also "content." Community building, seminars,
collaborative learning, group problem solving, extensive field experiences and critical and reflective thinking are
not just ideas MIT students read about and are then directed to use when they teach. Rather, these are the
processes used daily in the program to help graduate students learn to become skilled, competent professionals
who can assume leadership roles in curriculum development, child advocacy, assessment and anti-bias work.

The MIT program is centered around the exploration of how public education might meet the needs of the
diverse groups of people who live in this democracy. We examine what it means to base teacher education and
public education on a multicultural, democratic, developmental perspective and how performance-based
assessment can promote these values.

Using an interdisciplinary approach, we weave together the following three major themes that inform both
the content and associated processes of the program throughout the MIT curriculum.
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• Democracy and Schooling
We look at schooling from the perspective of what it means to work and learn in a democracy operating within
a state-supported, advanced capitalist economy. We help students both to understand the evolution of our
current democracy and to critique the practices that exclude particular groups from equitable participation in our
society. Democracy is presented as a multidimensional concept as prospective teachers are guided toward
professional action and reflection on the implications for the role of the teacher in enacting (a) democratic school-
based decision making that is inclusive of parents, community members, school personnel and students and (b)
democratic classroom learning environments that are learner-centered and collaborative.

• Multicultural and Anti-Bias Perspective
The curriculum reflects Evergreen's strong commitment to diversity because we believe that both teaching and
learning must draw from many perspectives and include a multiplicity of ideas. We believe in preserving and
articulating differences of ethnicity, race, gender and sexual orientation rather than erasing or marginalizing
them. We seek to expose MIT students to the consequences of their cultural encapsulation in an effort to assist
future teachers in the acquisition of a critical conscientiousness. We believe that future teachers must be ready
to provide children and youth with culturally responsive and equitable schooling opportunities.

• Developmentally Appropriate Teaching and Learning
We understand that no instructional model or limited set of methods responds to the complex cognitive
processes associated with K-12 subject matter learning. Our curriculum reflects the social, emotional,
physiological and cognitive growth processes that shape how children and youth receive, construct, interpret
and act on their experiences of the world. We also understand that the competence of students is performance-
based. A broad-based curriculum that is interdisciplinary, developmentally appropriate, meaningful and guided
by a competent and informed teacher, as well as by learner interests, results in active learning.

A narrative explanation of the underlying knowledge base the MIT program's conceptual
framework is located in an appendix of the college's Response to State of Washington 1997
Program Approval Standards.

references: "Format for Proposal to Establish a New Degree or Major" (March
15, 1989, cover, preface, pp. 1-18); MIT catalogues; Student Teaching
Handbook, 1997-1998; MIT Student Guidebook to College & Program Policies &
Procedures (Fall 1997 edition); Appendix C: "Key Research and Best Practice
Informing The Evergreen State College Master in Teaching Program's Conceptual
Framework,* in Response to State of Washington 1997 Program Approval
Standards, February, 1998.

3. Development of a common program covenant

In a manner similar to undergraduate faculty teams, each MIT cycle faculty team created
its own covenant of understanding among themselves and with their students. Given the
experience of the program through the 1990s, the faculty had concluded by Fall 1997 that one
foundational covenant could be developed upon which each faculty team could expand and make
operational. This five-page common covenant now appears in the program's MIT Student
Guidebook to College & Program Policies & Procedures and contains the following introduction:

Every faculty team provides MIT students with a covenant of mutual
responsibilities and program requirements. The information presented here applies to all
MIT program cycles and acts as a foundational framework. Cycle-specific covenants from
faculty teams may expand upon and/or provide more detailed explanatory information.
College-wide policies as related to the social contract, due process, and other pertinent
policies apply to the Master in Teaching Program.
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The covenant also serves as the basis for helping students and the state of Washington Board of
Education have a clearer understanding of the program expectations and completion criteria across
all program cycles. The following sub-headings of the covenant organize its content:

I. Expectations and Responsibilities of Faculty
• General Program Responsibilities
• Respect for Differences

II. Expectations and Responsibilities of Students
• Committing to Program Goals, Focus and Direction
• Remaining in "Good Academic Standing".
• Requirements for the Master in Teaching Project
•Award of Credit
• Requirement of Academic Honesty
• State Requirements for Certification
• Grounds for Program Dismissal
• Leave of Absence
• Program Conflict Resolution Procedures

.

references: MIT Student Guidebook to College & Program Policies & Procedures
(Fall 1997 edition).

B. Description of the Master in Teaching Program

The MIT program is a two-year, full-time program leading to the MIT degree and to a
state of Washington initial teaching certification for K.-12 schools. Successful completion of the
program requires full credit, 96 quarter hours, over six consecutive academic quarters (summer
excluded) during two calendar years. With the exception of the cohort cycle for 1995-97 which
was canceled due to budget cuts, the MIT program runs overlapping cohorts of up to 60 students
per cohort directed by a team of four full-time faculty. Thus, at any one time the MIT program
could have up to 120 enrolled graduate students and eight full-time faculty. During year two for
the Fall and Spring quarters the program usually contracts additionally with two resource faculty
who assist the full time faculty in the supervision of full-time student teaching of the MIT
students in K-12 classrooms.

The MIT program is based in Olympia with field sites generally within a 35 radius of the
main campus. The cycle for MIT 1994-96 is the only instance of the program being delivered
away from the main campus in Olympia. Based on meeting the needs of an under-served
population, this cycle was located at the college's Tacoma campus and offered only after state
approval by the Higher Education Coordinating Board.

references: MIT catalogues; MIT "home page" available on-line:
http://www.evergreen.edu/user/MIT/home.html/; "The Evergreen State College's
Pilot Rotation of The Master in Teaching Program, 1994-1996: Program Review
Report for the Washington Higher Education Coordinating Board"
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1. Transition from an undergraduate to graduate program

At The Evergreen State College (TESC) preservice teacher education historically was
embedded within the undergraduate curriculum as the Teacher Education Program (TEP-). This
was originally delivered through a contractual arrangement with the two other institutions:
University of Puget Sound and later with Western Washington University. According to a 1989
TESC self-study document for the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE),

From 1979 to 1986 TESC offered its student a teacher certification program sponsored
by another four year institution in the region, the University of Puget Sound. In
1985...Evergreen decided to end this relationship and to seek collaborative administration
of a teacher education program with Western Washington University.
Given the demands of a teacher certification program, faculty found it difficult to deliver

the TEP within a four-year undergraduate format while maintaining the integrity of the college's
liberal arts focus. At the same time during the late 1980s the Washington legislature passed a bill
mandating the requirement that all K-12 teachers would eventually need to acquire a master's
degree. The college then took steps under the mentoring of and in collaboration with Western )
Washington University to move from an undergraduate TEP to the then newly-created
Washington Administrative Code MIT degree. The proposal was submitted in 1989 to the state
and subsequently approved. The program began in 1990 and had its first graduating class in
1992. The college in its 1989 proposal to the Higher Education Coordinating Board noted the
following as some of the reasons for the program:

[T]he Council for Post Secondary Education in 1978 suggested that TESC add teacher
preparation to its curriculum, and our long range plan in 1986 confirmed that direction.
The Holmes and Carnegie reports lay the groundwork for teacher preparation reforms
based upon the bachelor's degree as a prerequisite, with a much more interactive field
experience relationship with schools, more rigorous and intellectually demanding
academic expectations, and an intent to markedly improve teaching within this country.
The legislative action within Washington in 1987 confirmed these trends, and the pilot
program, begun with the cooperation of WWU [Western Washington University], moved
us further toward that goal. (1989, p. 12).

reference: "History of Collaborative Administration of the Teacher Education
Program by The Evergreen State College and Western Washington University, " in
NCATE (WWU) Self-Study (February 14, 1989); "Proposal to Establish a New
Degree or Major" (March 15, 1989, cover, preface, pp. 1-18).

.

2. Faculty teams
.

a. Introduction .

For its professional education program, the college recruits individuals for the MIT "core
faculty" who have the qualifications to combine educational theories with actual schooling
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practices in such a manner that they will directly benefit graduate students preparing for a K-12
teaching career. Core faculty members form two-year, four-person teaching teams which include
faculty from outside the core for each cohort of MIT students. As a member of the faculty, the
MIT director is invited to MIT faculty team business meetings, book seminars, and other
related activities. When not teaching in the MIT program, core faculty rotate into the
undergraduate curriculum and generally teach for one or two years in an interdisciplinary
program within their respective planning unit of the college.

The college seeks MIT faculty who have an interdisciplinary background and have
training and a record of professional activities complementary to the program's conceptual
framework. MIT core faculty are active both in the enactment of the state of Washington's
1993 educational reform legislation and in professional learned societies. The core faculty
members bring to the MIT program diverse backgrounds both in life experiences and
professional work. Among the seven core faculty members, five are female, two are male; two
are ethnically indigenous first peoples, one is a Pacific Islander, and four are Euro-American.
Primary disciplines by training for the core are diverse and include the fields of communications,
science and math education, social studies education, reading education, measurement and
evaluation, special education, child and adolescent development, curriculum development,
instructional technology, and social & philosophical foundations of education. In addition to the
college's institutional membership and participation in the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education, the range of MIT core faculty professional memberships include the
Association of Supervision and Curriculum Development, American Educational Research
Association, National Association of Multicultural Education, Phi Delta Kappa, and the Council
for Exceptional Children.

•

reference: program faculty resumes

b. Faculty team composition and hiring patterns
•

Initially the TEP was composed of three full-time faculty and a maximum of 60 students.
When the college moved to the graduate-level MIT, the maximum number of students remained
the same but the number of full-time faculty increased to four. The MIT director who oversaw
the transition from the TEP to the MIT program passed away in the early 1990s. He was
replaced by a faculty member with previous departmental administrative experience, an academic
background in communications, and a well-articulated commitment to an anti-bias perspective in
teacher education. In 1996 she rotated into a MIT faculty team.

The ideal teams now consist of two MIT core faculty members with common
backgrounds in K-12 education and teacher preparation, one Evergreen faculty member from the
liberal arts, and one K-12 teacher/practitioner, offering an holistic synergy to the delivery of each
cohort's curriculum. The liberal arts faculty member brings his or her area of expertise to further
enhance the design of the curriculum (for example, for MIT 1994-96 & 1996-98 the two liberal
arts faculty members have backgrounds in anthropology; the faculty for 1997-99 and 1998-2000
are psychologists; and the faculty scheduled for 1999-2001 is a political scientist). The
teacher/practitioner brings grounded and current experience to each team and participates as a full
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faculty member during his or her two-year tenure in the program (for example, for MIT 1994-96
the practitioner was a special educator; for 1996-98 a fifth grade teacher with additional expertise
in technology and inclusion of special education students in regular classrooms; for 1997-99 a
middle school teacher knowledgeable of early adolescent development). Each faculty team has a
budget allocation which allows contracting for brief periods experts in particular fields who serve
as consultants and invited presenters within the delivery of the curriculum to MIT students.
Nevertheless, finding an appropriate balance in areas of expertise among the faculty members
composing a particular team continues to provide a challenge for the MIT program.

By 1993-94 the MIT core faculty, the academic deans, and provost concluded that a
larger pool of MIT faculty was necessary in order to maintain overlapping cohorts while allowing
faculty to rotate periodically into the undergraduate curriculum. In 1995 and 1997 two new
faculty positions were added and the academic deans and provost have approved the continuing
support of a two-year visiting faculty slot for a K-12 practitioner for each MIT cohort cycle.
The new MIT director, who assumed full-time program responsibilities Spring quarter 1996, has
an administrative history of working with teacher education programs in liberal arts settings,
national involvement in teacher education professional organizations, and scholarly and practical
experience in multicultural and democratic issues surrounding teacher education. The newest full-
time MIT core faculty who was hired in 1997 has a strong background in instructional
technology and interdisciplinary approaches to reading instruction, two expanding fields within
teacher education and K-12 schools. Since the college approved a visiting K-12 practitioner hire,
with two cohorts always in process this has resulted in two dedicated visiting hire lines. For the
two quarters of student teaching when the college reduces the faculty/student ratio to enable full-
time faculty to supervise in the field, the college supports the hiring of two adjunct "resource"
faculty to assist in student teaching supervision. The MIT program anticipates that one faculty
member may be leaving the program at the end of 1999-2000 academic year, potentially
necessitating the need for a new hire for 2000-2001.

The following table provides a quantitative overview of the number of full-time
instructional faculty teaching in the MIT program annually.

Number of Full-Time Instructional Faculty Teaching in MIT Program per Academic Year
year
faculty

1990-91
4

1991-92
8

1992-93
8

1993-94
8

1994-95
8

1995-96
4

1996-97
4

1997-98
8

reference: "A Return To Double Cohort Model in 1997," memorandum from
Academic Deans and Provost, June 29, 1995.

3. Program structure, orientation, and content

a. Overview of program orientation

The MIT program reflects the Evergreen coordinated studies model; the curriculum is
organized around themes or questions. An interdisciplinary team of faculty and a cohort of
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approximately 60 full-time students join together in a community of learners to pursue inquiry
into the curricular themes (see section A, "Conceptual Framework/Program Covenant").

This approach removes traditional course constraints and facilitates a flexible, intensive
schedule that creates a climate in which interactive learning may occur. Competition among
students is de-emphasized and collaboration encouraged; ranking of students or faculty is absent.
Student input is highly valued. Faculty members are facilitators of learning and co-learners with
students and colleagues as well as experts. Composed of one faculty member to approximately
15 MIT students, seminars on readings and field experiences are a central component of this
coordinated studies model.

In the college's 1989 report seeking state approval for a MIT program, "Democracy and
Education" was articulated as the grounding theme of the program. Based on the TEP experience,
content would continue to be informed by a developmental, constructivist, multicultural, anti-
bias perspective, drawing from the works of Dewey, Piaget, and Freire. While by 1997 the
theoretical conception of the curriculum by the MIT core faculty remained true to its origins, the
program's knowledge base sources have expanded. More attention is devoted to making the
theory-to-practice transition more meaningful and productive for MIT students as the program
faculty have become increasingly skilled at interweaving Washington Administrative Code
requirements with the philosophical foundations of the program.

To reflect these adjustments, the faculty approved during 1996 and 1997

• an expanded common conceptual framework for the program which informs all cohort cycle
faculty in the design of curriculum (see section A, "Conceptual Framework/Program
Covenant");

• a formal relationship with the college's Evergreen Center for Educational Improvement — a
public service center located on campus and devoted to K-12 staff development — for the
inclusion of the state's newly approved K-12 "Essential Academic Learning Requirements"
into the curriculum;

• a program-wide student teaching handbook that incorporates a leading performance assessment
approach and the advise of a panel of K-12 teachers — all in a context that supports and
integrates the program's conceptual framework;

• a comprehensive student guidebook to program and college policies and procedures, including a
common foundational program covenant of expectations for faculty-to-students and srudents-
to-faculty upon which individual teams may amplify; and

• a relationship with the Labor Education Center, a public service center of the college, for
assistance in addressing the state's "school-to-work" reform goal and providing a perspective
on the work of K-12 teachers.

All of these items serve as important sources of continuity with a rotating faculty into the
program.
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b. Overview of program structure and content

Students are expected to carry no other academic credit during the six program quarters
and to avoid outside employment during the two quarters of full-time, daily student teaching.
The program interrelates educational theories and schooling practices by including two full
quarters of student teaching and substantial field experiences. During the first year of the
program, approximately one-fourth of program time is spent in the field observing and working
with students and the remaining time is devoted to on-campus seminars, workshops and lectures.
During the second year, nearly 70 percent of MIT student time is allocated to direct involvement
inK-12 schools.

Spurred by the desire of the TEP faculty to have intensive experiences in practice, the
MIT program ushered in two separate full-time student teaching experiences during year two of
each cohort cycle. The program remains unique in the state among preservice teacher education
programs by having an interim quarter for professional reflection and goal setting prior to
beginning the second quarter of full-time student teaching placement in a different K-12 setting
and grade level. The value of this arrangement has successfully allowed the program to

• place all program teacher candidates in a full-time, 10-week student teaching experience that
starts with the beginning of the public school calendar in late summer —a beneficial preservice
experience according to research on beginning teachers;

engage in in-depth reflective debriefing during the Winter quarter of Year Two; and

• provide all program teacher candidates in a second full-time, 10-week student teaching
assignment in a different and different grade level within their respective grade-level certification
area.

In comparison to other individuals seeking their first full-time teaching positions, the content and
structure of the program advantages TESC's MIT graduates as they bring to their work as
beginning teachers a MIT degree reflecting broad interdisciplinary study in a collaborative
environment, completion of a research project, and two professionally supervised full-time
student teaching placements.

The following is an outline of the structure for the six quarters.
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MIT Two-Year Structure
Year One

Fall Quarter
building a learning
community
seminars, lectures,
workshops
guided observations in
schools
begin master's project

Winter Quarter
• seminars, lectures,

workshops
• guided participation in

schools
• candidacy review for Year

HP
Two

• continue master's project

Spring Quarter
seminars, lectures,
workshops
curriculum development &
guided teaching in schools
continue master's project

Between Year One & Two
Summer

Students must complete any outstanding subject matter teaching endorsement credits prior to
the beginning of Year Two student teaching.
Students are encouraged to continue progress on master's projects as necessary (no credit).

Year Two
Fall Quarter

begins in late-August
full-time student teaching
student teaching debriefing
continue master's project

Winter Quarter
intensive reflection
seminars, lectures,
workshops
completion of master's
project
present master's project

Spring Quarter
full-time student teaching
student teaching debriefing
job placement file completed

references: "Proposal to Establish a New Degree or Major" (March 15, 1989,
cover, preface, pp. 1-18); MIT catalogues; Student Teaching Handbook, 1997-
1998; MIT Student Guidebook to College & Program Policies & Procedures (Fall
1997 edition); The MIT 1996-98 Year One Program Portfolio*.

4. Program resources

a. Support staff

At its inception the MIT program attempted to combine the administrative staff roles of
recruitment, admissions advising and coordination, field placements, certification processing, and
job placement into one position. Recognizing the impossibility of adequately attending
completely to those broad tasks through one position, the college in the early 1990s created and
has continued to fund two 12-month classified staff positions, MIT Admissions Officer and
MIT Field Services Officer. The college also supports the program by providing for a member of
the faculty to serve as director of the program in a 12-month, full-time administrative capacity.
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For the 1994-96 cycle that was based at college's Tacoma campus, college resources were
provided in securing approval from the Higher Education Coordinating Board A grant from the
Pew Charitable Trust was used to assist in the recruitment, admission, and retention of an under-
served population who did not have access to a graduate-level, teacher certification program
because of their various employment schedules, especially for individuals serving as teacher aides
in the Tacoma School District. An abnormally high degree of college administrative and faculty
time and resources were devoted to the successful enactment of this cycle.

Through the efforts of the college's director of Corporate/Foundation Relations the
college obtained a modest grant from the U S West foundation for the 1998-2000 cycle to be used
during 1996-97 to provide recruitment workshops to create a welcoming environment for
potential Native American applicants. Like the 1994-96 cycle, the MIT program has utilized the
time and resources of administrators and faculty from outside the program to provide the
workshops.

•
references: job descriptions for MIT Admissions Officer, MIT Field Services
Officer, MIT Director; "The Evergreen State College's Pilot Rotation of
The Master in Teaching Program, 1994 - 1996: Program Review Report
for the Washington Higher Education Coordinating Board" (February, 1997);
"Final Report to U S West from the Master in Teaching Program at The Evergreen
State College" (September 16, 1997).

b. Faculty professional travel
.

Through the program's allocated budget MIT faculty have access to institutional travel
monies for activities related to the mission of the MIT program, including support to the MIT
director to participate in the annual meeting of the American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education, a national organization in which the college holds institutional membership. Through
the college's professional development funds and sponsored research opportunities MIT faculty
have the opportunity to engage in professional experiences. The college provides funding to the
MIT core faculty to participate in an annual program specific off-campus curriculum retreat in
order to address new accreditation expectations and the expanding knowledge base for teacher
education programs.

reference: program faculty resumes

c. Technology support

All faculty are provided computers in their individual offices and on-line access to the
internet (e-mail and world wide web) to facilitate program communication and efficient accessing
and distribution of information. College-supported computer and multimedia skill building
workshops and support staff are available to faculty.

The computer center designates a staff member who serves as a liaison to the MIT
program. In collaboration with the faculty the computer liaison delivers a technology strand .̂
within the MIT curriculum. The computer liaison, for example, worked with the MIT faculty
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and students during 1997 in previewing and eventually purchasing $2500 of instructional
software specific to the needs of prospective K-12 teachers with funds received by the program
through an internal college grant (PLATO). The library staff has catalogued this software for
program access and tracking.

d. Library support

Library staff associated with media services provide expertise to MIT students in the
operation of standard instructional technology supporting K-12 teaching. A reference librarian
who serves as a liaison to the MIT program has presented workshops within the MIT
curriculum on media literacy topics.

The library has an appropriate collection of scholarly texts to support the MIT program.
The inter-library loan system of the library has proven itself quite efficient in securing texts
which may not be available in the current collection. The library offers MIT students and faculty
a number of computerized data bases for searching and securing relevant sources, including the
ERIC system.

During 1996-97 the MIT program and The Evergreen Center for Educational
Improvement, the college's public service center for K-12 education, formalized a natural
connection. In addition to the director of the Center lending her expertise in the on-going
enactment of the state's 1993 educational reform legislation at the K-12 level, the MIT program
and the Center combined curricular resources in the library during 1997-98 under the coordination
of the library staff. Formerly a space within the library allocated as a MIT "curriculum room,"
the space now serves as a starting point for the college's newly conceptually sponsored
"Professional Development Center for Teachers." Some problems recently identified that are in
the process of being deliberated upon include (a) cataloguing all materials by Library of Congress
coding (consistent with the rest of the library) for improving the ease of finding resources and (b)
resolving the lack of policy within the library for cataloguing video tapes in the room (currently
controlled by the State of Washington Film Library) to increase internal and public access to
tapes.

e. K-12 schools

MIT program "laboratories" are the K-12 schools in which MIT students are placed for
field experiences. The college allocates funds for the payment of modest honoraria to K-12
teachers who open their classrooms to the MIT students for full-time student teaching during
year two of the program. The college supports field experiences by providing a full-time staff
member, the MIT Field Services Officer, who is a liaison with local school districts and
coordinates all field placements. The Field Services Officer also helps MIT students create job
placement files which are housed on campus as and serves as the college's certification officer to
the state of Washington Board of Education's Professional Education and Certification division.
The college provided additional resources during 1996-97 to enable the program to collaborate
with a dozen K-12 teachers in the redesign of the program's student teaching procedures and
policies which are reflected in the program's Student Teaching Handbook. The college also
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supports the MIT program during Year Two of the program by providing adjunct resource
faculty during Fall and Spring quarters to assist the full-time MIT faculty in the supervision and
evaluation of student teachers.

additional references for items a-e above:
Reports for 1995-96 and 1996-97.

AACTE/NCATE Joint Data Collection

C. Enrollment Patterns in the MIT Program (by cycle years)

TESC targets the maximum enrollment figure for the MIT program at a maximum of 60
students. TESC receives an average of 2:1 applications to those admitted. Only applicants who
meet the admission criteria through both a qualitative and quantitative review process are offered
admission (see section E.I., "Overview of program admissions process").

Cycle Years
Majors
Degrees granted

1992-94
60
46

1993-95
56
46

1994-96
60
59

1995-97
canceled
canceled

1996-98
59

1997-99
50

D. Evidence of Student Learning

1. Entering the MIT program

The MIT program strives to admit only students who, as aspiring future teachers, appear
to hold intellectual abilities, personal backgrounds, and dispositions that are compatible with the
college's orientation and the MIT program's conceptual framework. The core MIT faculty
created the admission criteria and continue to be involved in the refinement of those requirements.

The only transfer credit the MIT program accepts is for subject-matter "endorsements"
(the phrase used by the Washington Administrative Code to differentiate from pedagogical
studies). Endorsements credits are a prerequisite to full admission and not part of the MIT
degree program. The only exception to this is the "elementary education" endorsement which is
earned within the program. All endorsement credits are reviewed by college faculty who hold
expertise in particular academic disciplines. For this kind of transcript evaluation the program
depends upon the faculty serving on the college's Teacher Education Advisory Committee after
an initial review by the program's Admissions Officer. (Note: Refer to Section E., "Program
Admissions and Advising" for more detailed information on the admissions processes.)

reference: MIT catalogues

'
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2. Program expectations for student learning

The program strives as a graduate-level academic experience to prepare well-qualified K-
12 teachers who will hold the dispositions and skills necessary to becoming knowledgeable
leaders within their prospective school communities. As the MIT faculty explains,

Community building, seminars, collaborative learning, group problem solving, extensive
field experiences and critical and reflective thinking are not just ideas MIT students read
about and are then directed to use when they teach. Rather, these are the processes used
daily in the program to help graduate students leam to become skilled, competent
professionals who can assume leadership roles in curriculum development, child
advocacy, assessment and anti-bias work.
The Program Covenant describes the expectations for remaining in "good academic

standing." These include demonstration of meeting program expectations, including
• all subject matter endorsement prerequisites,
• graduate-level writing, thinking, and oral communication skills;
• professional interpersonal communications skills;
• all assignments;
• the advancement to candidacy portfolio;
• the advancement to student teaching portfolio;
• two full-time quarters of student teaching in K-12 classrooms; and
• the Master in Teaching project.

Although the MIT degree may be awarded on the above basis, recommendation of students to the
state for the initial teaching certification is contingent upon students also receiving FBI/state
police clearance from the Washington State Board of Education's Professional Education and
Certification division. Regarding dismissal from the program, the faculty through the Program
Covenant explain,

A student who is not completing satisfactory work or who seems to be out of touch with
the program's purpose and focus may be advised to leave. A student will be dismissed
from the program if his or her academic work and/or behavior is consistently inimical to
the conduct, goals and philosophy of the program...and to the professional
responsibilities of work with the diverse students and teachers in U.S. classrooms.

Prior to any dismissal actions, a student receives extensive critique of his or her work with an
accompanying explanation of the potential for dismissal.

'
reference: MIT Student Guidebook to College & Program Policies & Procedures
(Fall 1997 edition).

3. Program accountability

An accountability measure for the MIT program is the state-mandated requirement of an
advisory board of K-12 educators to the program and periodic state accreditation reviews. The
advisory board meets a minimum of four times during the regular academic year on the college
campus and submits an annual report to Washington State Board of Education's Professional
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Education and Certification division describing the program's adherence to the Washington
Administrative Code (WAC) teacher preparation program standards. In March, 1998, Evergreen
became the first college within the state to be approved by the State of Washington Board of
Education under new program approval guidelines as articulated in the WAC for higher education
institutions who recommend their students for educational certifications.

references: annual reports of the MIT program's Professional Education
Advisory Committee to the state of Washington, 1993-1997; Response to State of
Washington 1997 Program Approval Standards, February, 1998; approval letter
from State Board President to Evergreen Provost, April 1, 1998.

•

4. Key skills taught in the MIT program

a. External expectations

The program documents evidence of graduate student learning in relationship to the
Washington Administrative Code's "knowledge and skills" standards (22 discrete items
embedded with additional subheading criteria). The primary mode of documentation is through
student portfolios (described in the program covenant) and the narrative evaluation for the
transcript. Two of the six quarters K-12 cooperating teacher-mentors collaborate with the MIT
faculty in evaluating through direct observation performance-based expectations for full-time
student teaching in K-12 classrooms.

'
references: Chapter 180-78A Washington Administrative Code, "Approval
Standards for Performance-Based Preparation Programs for Teachers..."; Student
Teaching Handbook; MIT Student Guidebook to College & Program Policies &
Procedures (Fall 1997 edition); MIT 1996-98 Year One Program Portfolio*;
Response to State of Washington 1997 Program Approval Standards, February,
1998. ,

x Graduate-level writing, critical thinking, and expression

Throughout the program significant emphasis is placed on writing skills. Students
respond regularly in writing to assigned readings and various major schooling topics upon which
members of the public hold multiple and sometimes conflicting views. Readings and topics cross
major political, social class, and cultural perspectives and are an integrated focus of seminars and
workshops. With the assistance of a faculty librarian liaison to the program, students are
oriented and aided in securing appropriate reference materials both manually and electronically.

The MIT project is a developmental writing assignment that culminates in an in-depth
critical literature review on a relevant K-12 schooling issue and contains individual student
recommendations. MIT projects are bound and catalogued for access in the college library.
Besides developing graduate-level writing skills, the MIT projects serve to make students more
knowledgeable and critical consumers of educational research. During the second year of the
program students orally present a public synopsis of their respective MIT projects in a
conference format.
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references: MIT 1996-98 Year One Program Portfolio*; MIT Student Guidebook to
College & Program Policies & Procedures (Fall 1997 edition); college library
listing MIT catalogued projects available on-line:
http://192.211.20.10/search/a?evergreen+state+college+graduate+program+in+
teaching.

'
c. Collaboration

Numerous opportunities are provided for students to engage in collaborative work, a skill
expectation the program holds for the its graduates recommended for a teaching certification.
Collaborative work ranges from small group development of "democracy projects" to subject-
matter specific curriculum products. A recent example from the MIT 1996-98 cohort is the
direct involvement of collaborative teams of students in previewing and selecting K-12
instructional computer software from monies received from an internal college grant.

references: MIT 1996-98 Year One Program Portfolio*; MIT Student Guidebook to
College & Program Policies & Procedures (Fall 1997 edition).

d. Technology

All MIT students receive a foundation in basic computer technology skills during the first
quarter of each cohort. These skills include using the college-supported word-processing, data
base, and spread sheet software programs and e-mail and world wide web access and utilization.
Designed collaboratively between the program faculty and a computer center liaison to the
program, the technology strand of the curriculum exposes students to both Macintosh and DOS
operating systems and the above described basic telecommunications skills.

Beginning in Fall 1997 the MIT program is benefiting from a partnership with the
Olympia School District (OSD) which has received a multi-year federal grant that has a provision
for preparing preservice teachers in computer application skills in public school settings. As a
result of this arrangement the technology strand now includes collaboration with and partial
delivery within the OSD. Year one MIT students are exposed to the following
topics/experiences in public school settings:

• information literacy,
• networking infrastructure & technology infusion in the elementary/middle/high school

curriculum, and
• child safety on the internet/ethical issues/acceptable use/censorship/equity issues.

Year two MIT students work in collaborative teams with OSD teachers and OSD student
computer consultants in the design of lessons suitable for placement on the internet's World
Wide Web.

references: MIT 1996-98 Year One Program Portfolio*; MIT Student Guidebook to
College & Program Policies & Procedures (Fall 1997 edition); MIT syllabi;
"TESC Education Technology Experiences in the Olympia School District," Fall
1997.
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5. Alumni and employer survey results

- ..
a. Perception of the MIT program

Annually the MIT program surveys alumni approximately one-year after graduation.
Based on employment data provided by the alumni, the program then surveys K-12 school
principals who the alumni identified as their respective supervisors. This information is
aggregated and presented to the program's Professional Education Advisory Board, an external
body mandated by the Washington Administrative Code and consisting of K-12 teachers and
administrators. Results from the surveys are shared with the MIT core faculty and used for
program improvement purposes.

Using a four-point scale where 4 represents "excellent" and 1 is considered "poor,"
alumni and employers' rating of the knowledge and skills gained through the MIT program have
tended to average in the in the excellent to good range on most survey items. The most recent
survey of alumni and employers was conducted in 1997 on the MIT graduating class of 1996 and
represented a 70 percent response rate from graduates and an 83 percent return rate from
employers listed by the graduates.

Areas of average ratings in the high range, i.e. 3.0 to 4.0, by both alumni and employers
include MIT graduates holding (a) a multicultural perspective; (b) ability to devise instructional
approaches for students with diverse cultural backgrounds; (c) an understanding of their role as a
teacher in democratic, school-based decision making; (d) a demonstrated ability to participate
effectively in decision-making with other teachers; (e) skills to implement an interdisciplinary
curriculum that promotes active student learning; (f) the ability to evaluate both their teaching
and its effect on student development; (g) the ability to use technology to enhance student
learning; and (h) knowledge of the teacher's responsibility for reporting abuse and a concurrent
understanding of the impact of abuse on student learning.

Areas where employers rated graduates in the excellent to good range but alumni on the
same item rated their preparation lower on the average, i.e., in the 2.7 - 2.8 range, included the
ability to (a) use performance-based assessment to evaluate and promote students' intellectual
and social development; (b) communicate effectively with parents and community members to
support student learning; (c) identify the signs or symptoms of abuse in student; and (d) teach
students about abuse of all kinds and its prevention. In these four realms school principals
employing MIT graduates were considerably more positive of the skills the MIT graduate had
obtained through the program than were the alumni.

Employers were asked to comment on the strengths of the program based on what they
had observed of MIT graduates as beginning teachers. Principals applied to MIT graduates such
phrases as "demonstrated a fresh approach," "came with an open mind to teaching," "extremely
well organized," "sense of preparedness exceptional," "a good sound knowledge of content area,"
"ability to integrate discipline and knowledge and respect of different learning styles," "caring
and creative," "exceptional first-year teacher," and "strong rapport with students and staff." One
principal observed, "MIT provided [their students] resources and contacts to bring consultants
and people with various expertise into our [school] programs." Another principal claimed of the
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MIT graduates, "They are the best! They are able to use self reflection (an 'expert' teacher
characteristic) right out of the chute."

The only area where MIT graduates rated their preparation in the excellent to good range
but employers on the same item rated their preparation lower on the average, i.e., in the 2.8 range,
was graduate's knowledge of the state of Washington's "Essential Academic Learning
Requirements" (EALRs) for K-12 students. This particular discrepancy could be explained by
the fact that all the EALRs were only made public and began state-wide application after this
particular MIT class had graduated.

Areas of average ratings slightly below the excellent to good range, i.e. 2.6 - 2.9, by both
alumni and employers include the ability of MIT graduates to (a) use classroom management and
discipline methods that enable active learning and positive social interactions among students and
(b) devise instructional techniques or materials for students with disabilities or who meet special
education standards. Historically for both teacher education programs and beginning teachers
nationally these two particular areas continue to remain as challenges and, therefore, a curricular
concern for MIT faculty.

Employers were also asked to make additional comments, including ways the MIT
program could improve. Among the suggestions were "a practical application needed for
classroom management," "strengthen curriculum in subject area taught," "needs experience with
those small teachings that separate active teaching from passive teaching," "better prepared and
more informed on student-directed learning and project-based, non-teacher driven learning,"
"must be prepared for the professional commitment [i.e., work load/time] expected of teachers,"
and "more work with quality people like those at my school."

references: Master in Teaching Program Alumni and Employer surveys of class of
1996 (April-September, 1997).

b. Job Placement Data

The following job placement data is based on self-report from MIT program graduates
within one year of their respective graduation. The category "employed in a teaching position"
represents an aggregation of those reporting full-time, substitute, and non-certified teaching
employment.

percent of graduates/survey year

responding to survey

employed in a teaching position
seeking teaching a teaching position
not seeking a teaching position
other

1992-93

69%
91.0
2.0
5.0
2.0

1993-94

74%
91.0
4.5
0.0
4.5

1994-95

89%

97.0
0.0
0.0
2.0

1995-96

83%
81.5
18.5
0.0
0.0

1996-97

92%
87.0
2.0
0.0
11.0

references:
1993-97.

"Teacher Education Placement" reports to the state of Washington
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E. Program Admission and Advising

1. Overview of program admission process

Admission to the MIT program is based on an application and supporting documentation
which is submitted to the college's office of admissions. The entire "check list" of requirements
to be included in the applicant's file is presented in each MIT catalog. Once the application is
complete, including all official transcripts of undergraduate and graduate studies, the admissions
office forwards a copy of the applicant's file to the MIT Admissions Officer. The Graduate
Record Examination is required in order to be considered for full admission. The MIT
Admissions Officer assesses the degree of completion of the prerequisite general education
requirements. All general education requirements must be completed or in the process of
completion for the applicant to receive further consideration. If the general education
requirements are in order, the file is circulated to faculty outside the MIT with disciplinary
expertise matching the subject matter endorsement(s) of the applicant for an evaluation and rating
of the candidate. The file is then reviewed by representatives from the core MIT faculty and the
MIT director. The MIT director makes the final admissions determination.

The state of Washington Higher Education Coordinating Board sets a minimum 3.0 or its
equivalent (out of 4.0) as the minimum grade point average for an applicant to the MIT program.
A 10 percent variance from this requirement is allowed for each MIT cohort based on other
considerations suggesting the potential for success in the program. All other admission
requirements have been set by the MIT core faculty.

references: MIT program catalogues

2. Admission advising to Evergreen undergraduates

Advising to Evergreen undergraduates who are anticipating applying to the MIT program
is often conducted by staff and faculty outside the MIT program and pertains primarily to the
acquisition of the appropriate distribution and number of credit equivalencies required for state of
Washington subject-matter "endorsements" as a prerequisite for admission to the program. The
MIT Admissions Officer works closely with the college's Advising Center where staff have been
trained and designated to advise prospective MIT applicants. The MIT Admissions Officer and
staff from the Advising Center provide workshops and specified advising times for applicants
needing assistance. During 1997 the Admissions Officer and the Advising Center created a
working document "Support for MIT Endorsements in TESC's Undergraduate Curriculum" as an
analysis of Evergreen undergraduate curricular pathways for acquiring prerequisite subject-matter
endorsements and pertains to Evergreen undergraduates who are working toward qualifying for
admission to the MIT program.

reference: "Support for MIT Endorsements in TESC's Undergraduate Curriculum"
(working draft 7/97)
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3. Admission advising to non-Evergreen graduates ., ,'.,.-> ;"

* The MIT Admissions Officer is charged with providing non-Evergreen students with
application advising assistance. The Admissions Officer assists prospective applicants in
understanding endorsement requirements and all other requirements for full admission. Regular
weekly hours are publicized for admissions advising. , '

: '^";"v; ^'.;:^- '': ••'•'.' . ",-.s< '"' .,.'/" " ^ i * * Is * ' ' >L" *

* references: MIT catalogues. ,,<,-' • '' ' ' t'« ,-"'•' '

4. Professional advising within the program *,, ^ ,

Advising within the MIT program is primarily related to professional job-seeking skills
and opportunities. The MIT Field Services Officer conducts job placement workshops during
year two of the program, inviting into the program K-12 administrators responsible for hiring
new teachers. On a fee based schedule, the Field Services Officer maintains and mails out job
placement files for MIT graduates to prospective employers at the individual graduate's request.

reference: MIT catalogues; WIT Student Guidebook to College & Program Policies
& Procedures (Fall 1997 edition).

\>< , ' ' •.'•>,> I- ,_ i > '

. , , ... ',,,,',.'. ' - ' . f" ' •" , , 4 '

F. Program Strengths and Challenges

1. Strengths •*','•:*.>'• / ' „ , :',..'.

The MIT program holds a generally unique position within the teacher preparation l

* community nationally. Given the program's structure and curricular design, the MIT program
has been able to incorporate many of the recommendations for teacher education programs which ' |
— when taken holistically — generally go unrealized elsewhere. Program components that f
mirror national recommendations include:
• commitment from the highest administrative levels of the college, i.e., the President and Provost,

) to support the MIT program as a manifestation of the college's mission;
• elimination of undergraduate teacher preparation in favor of a master's level program;
• a coherent curriculum model or conceptual framework supported by current research and best

practices that serves as the foundation upon which faculty teams develop and enact the
program's curriculum;

^ • development of skills enabling students to become critical consumers and utilizers of
educational research;

• an integrated, interdisciplinary curriculum that breaks down the fragmentation of teacher
preparation knowledge; ' ; ,14 K

• curriculum development skills that result in conceptually based, interdisciplinary instructional \x , 9

lessons; •- ..,•,.-,..•.«.•-••, -• •••• •••-• •. •.— • y
: , ' ' " I
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infusion of a multicultural and anti-bias perspective across the curriculum;
the development of collaborative skills;
application of technology to K-12 instruction;
extensive full-time student teaching (two quarters of full-time student teaching in two different
schools and different grade-levels);
the full-time teaching of a liberal arts faculty member in each MIT cycle faculty team;
the full-time teaching of a visiting K-12 practitioner in each MIT cycle faculty team; and
technical support from the college's public service center The Evergreen Center for Educational
Improvement (K-12) for realizing the state of Washington school reform legislation.

2. Challenges and issues

a. Interaction among the Evergreen philosophy, faculty teams, & K-12 schooling

During the formative years of the MIT program faculty team composition and collegiality
proved to be key components for determining the successful delivery of the program. The
progressive social philosophical goals and orientation of the MIT faculty teams along with the
college's abiding commitment to a theory-to-practice model — both manifestations of the
undergraduate interdisciplinary curricular conception and structure — periodically has had
difficulty navigating and negotiating through the social-political realities of K-12 classrooms and
schools in the context of the accreditation requirements of the Washington Administrative Code
(WAC) criteria for preservice teacher education program approval. Fragmented requirements
such as the WACs found through 1996 were perceived as the antithesis of the holistic,
interdisciplinary foundation upon which the college was designed and under which the faculty
had historically conceived and enacted their teaching. Goals of the faculty were often perceived
as compromised in conservative and reactive schooling environments.

In this early period of the MIT program, faculty teams generally shared a social
reconstructionism or social change conception for what a teacher education program ought to be
(This contrasts with the behavior of most education programs which tend to prepare future
teachers simply to fill teaching slots for the transmission of status quo values to children and
youth.). However when disagreements among team members did arise, such conflicts may have
been a function of faculty team members not necessarily having a concurrent shared vision of
how social change ought to unfold in actual public school settings for MIT students. In some
MIT cycles, faculty teams broke apart for the above described reasons as well as for
interpersonal reasons and had to be reconstituted by the MIT director and/or the remaining team
members. Additionally, some students reported being caught in the middle of theories promoted
by the program and the actual conditions of schooling and had to depend on the student teaching
experience to figure out how to negotiate this gap in expectations — and faculty were not always
successful with such students in helping them realize the time and effort it takes for realizing
theory into practice. In some instances where students and faculty were unable to deal
appropriately with the existing world of K-12 classrooms, ill feelings in some sectors of the
public schools developed toward Evergreen and the MIT program, a perception reported by
some K-12 educators.
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During the first half of the 1990s faculty tended to question the critical nature of external
accreditation accountability and had reluctantly participated in that process. In some instances
faculty teams lacked consensus on the degree to which bureaucratic elements should or could be
part of the program and, therefore, part of their faculty role. Thus, administering the MIT
program also has proved to be a challenge. In a departure letter based on a medical problem, the
founding director of the MIT program stated to his academic dean, "Evergreen is such a
wonderful place to be a student and a faculty member, but so bloody awful a site in which to be
an administrator."

Although the specificity of the WAC requirements has been reduced with new standards
approved in 1997 and the K-12 educational system is in the process of responding to 1993 state
of Washington school reform legislation, faculty teams continue to find challenge and tension
between the MIT programs goals for future teachers and the actual conditions of K-12 schools.
Nevertheless, through their collective historical experience of the 1990s the MIT core faculty are
more mindful of these constraints and more intentional in finding means for enacting a graduate-
level, preservice teacher education curriculum that attends to K-12 school reform and
improvement efforts — yet retains the spirit of social reconstructionism and change embedded in
the program's conceptual framework (see section A.2.).

Based on this history, the MIT program core faculty has become more deliberative in its
efforts to construct faculty teams. This is an issue with not only the MIT program, but is also
an important consideration for any Evergreen program. However, this is a more complex issue
for the MIT program than any other program at Evergreen because teams are constituted for two
years rather than one and the program has a visible public mission with external accreditation
expectations. The collaborative work of the faculty in successfully completing the State of
Washington accreditation review in 1998 (see section D.3.) and their continuing willingness to
attend to and resolve these thorny issues are positive indicators of the program faculty's resolve
to develop processes and common understandings for providing appropriate staffing of MIT
faculty teams.

The program has tried to address the experience of placing MIT students in schools
holding dissimilar goals from the MIT program by acknowledging the need for cluster schools
that would be regular partners with the MIT program. Due to the time required to build these
kinds of relationships with schools compounded with the turnover of cycle teams and school
personnel and a historical propensity to allow students to have a choice in selecting their own
full-time student teaching sites within a rather large geographic region, the program faculty have
come to understand the difficulties inherent in establishing partner cluster schools and have thus
been only marginally successful in meeting this goal. The MIT Field Services Officer now
solicits from faculty and students information on potential cluster sites and maintains a data base
of such information from which the program can draw.

.

reference: Letter from former MIT Director John Parker to his academic dean,
August 31, 1992; Vavrus, M., Walton, S., Kido, J., Diffendal, E., & King, P.,
"Weaving the Web of Democracy: Teacher Education Confronting Conflicting
Expectations for Teachers and Schools," a paper presented by Evergreen MIT
faculty members at the annual meeting of the American Association of Colleges
for Teacher Education in New Orleans, February, 1998.
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b. Meeting expectations for both elementary and secondary teacher preparation

For the elementary education endorsement the program continues to struggle to provide
adequate staffing for each two-year cycle for both the theoretical and pedagogical knowledge base
necessary for the K-8 teaching of reading/language arts and mathematics. The program faculty as
recently as an April 1998 faculty retreat has addressed this dilemma but has been unable to come
forward with a reliable solution. The program has also had some difficulty in providing
appropriate year one experiences for all students seeking endorsements in subject-specific
secondary teaching fields. The problem stems from finding enough qualified consultants and
adequate program time and capacity to attend to a wide-range of secondary subject-matter fields,
especially as those subject areas interact with pedagogy. So that the program faculty can provide
adequate attention to all MIT students, beginning with the cohort entering Fall 1998, students
will have been admitted with a maximum of two subject matter endorsements.

c. Market conditions and staff expertise/capacity

;
(1) Market conditions 0

Market conditions for a two-year, full-time, 96 quarter hour MIT program continue to
challenge the program's admission and recruitment process. The reasons may be situated in the
length/number of credits for the program and its need to continue to be more creative in providing
a program structure to attract adult learners coming from diverse life and work situations.

Because the state of Washington backed away from its legislative mandate in the 1980s
that all teachers ought to have a master's degree to teach in K-12 schools, people considering a
career in teaching can find quicker and easier routes to securing an initial teaching certificate than
through Evergreen's MIT program. Among MIT programs in the state, Evergreen's program is
at least one-quarter longer and is the only one that requires full-time enrollment in a cohort model.
Thus, the strengths of the program noted above are perceived by some potential applicants as
deterrents. These market conditions, however, contrast with the relatively high job placement
rates of MIT graduates and the overall positive reception of alumni as beginning teachers by
employers (see section D.5 "Alumni and employer survey results").

O Time and location considerations:

Even for individuals who may be attracted to the curricular philosophy and structure of
the MIT program, financial opportunity costs often prove to be barriers to applying for
admission. The cycle that was based on the TESC Tacoma campus demonstrated that an evening
structure coupled with an appropriate support mechanism could attract working adults who
normally would not have access to a cost-effective teacher education program and a master's
degree with a philosphical approach like Evergreen's program. The MIT program is offering for
1998-2000 a scheduling structure that utilizes weekends and evenings during the first year of the
program. The recruitment and admission success of the first year of that cycle may provide an
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indication of the feasibility for the MIT program to more systematically shift in the future from
primarily a day program to one that is conducted on weekends and evenings. The faculty has
discussed how the program might be modified regarding the length of the program but there is no
consensus regarding how to shorten the program without sacrificing the unique strengths of the
program.

At an April 1998 MIT core faculty retreat, the faculty advocated for a staffing
arrangement for a MIT cycle to be offered in Tacoma for 2001-2003. Regarding the issue of
competition for limited space on the Tacoma campus, the MIT faculty interested in staffing the
cycle were willing to offer the program on evening and weekend times when the Tacoma campus
is not conducting their undergraduate classes. For such a cycle to move forward in a timely
manner, the faculty understand that approval from the provost and the state's Higher Education
Coordinating Board would be necessary. Funding would be required to begin advertising and
recruitment as early as summer 1999.

(2) MIT staff expertise/capacity

Currently the position of MIT Admissions Officer focuses primarily on the provision of
information to potential applicants. The position as presently written and historically
interpreted is ambiguous on the role of actively promoting within the state the program's
recognized strengths through a well-developed and coordinated publicity campaign and an
external recruitment program. A possible solution could entail a redesign of the current position
from classified to exempt staff status to reflect the professional skills needed for such tasks.

Overall, the program needs more direct clerical support than what is normally provided
for undergraduate programs. For example, the two MIT staff positions do not have direct access
to clerical assistance which periodically results in time being taken away from their basic job
description items. The MIT director can only utilize the limited clerical support available when
college program secretaries identify that they have time available for requested assistance.

d. Consideration for new graduate programs related to the needs of K.-12 educators

Discussions about other graduate-level education programs based on local demand,
interest, and perceived need have included the following:

(1) M.A. or M.Ed, for current K-12 teachers

The MIT staff and faculty and the director of The Evergreen Center for Educational
Improvement regularly receive requests to offer a program for teachers who already hold a
teaching certificate but are seeking a master's degree, e.g., a M.Ed, or M.A. rather than the M.I.T.
degree. As the state begins implementation in 2002 of the professional certificate for teachers
who have received their certificates after August, 2000, and the subsequent requirement of such
teachers to create a professional development plan and activities for graduate credit in
collaboration with their school district and a higher education institution, the demand for such a
master's degree will increase beyond what the program faculty and staff have already
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encountered. A collaborative potential for creating such a degree exists with The Evergreen
Center for Educational Improvement, K-12.

A potential structure for this type of master's degree would be a part-time format where
teachers would be required to take 36 quarter hours over two summers and during evenings in the
regular academic year. For teachers who already hold a master's degree yet need to meet the new
requirements for the professional certificate, the quarter hour maximum requirement would be 20.
The structure might look like this:

teachers without a master's degree
summer year one

12 credits
fall quarter
4 credits

winter quarter
4 credits

spring quarter
4 credits

summer year two
12 credits

teachers with a master's degree
summer year one

12 credits
fall quarter

—

winter quarter
4 credits

spring quarter
4 credits

summer year two

—

To make this structure viable for faculty and the college, a cohort of students would need
to commit to the program for it to succeed financially, i.e., 15-30 students to support 1-2 faculty.
Also, faculty teaching in the summer would need to be paid on a full-time basis equivalent to a
regular academic quarter if the college wishes to have faculty make the necessary long-term
commitment to delivering a degree of this nature. Part-time faculty could be contracted to
provide the four-credit offerings during the regular academic year. In deliberating upon this
possibility, the MIT core faculty recommends that cohorts begin biannually.

This degree for current teachers holds the potential for providing core academic
experiences devoted to the work of teachers as well as offering the flexibility for meeting
individual teacher professional development needs in the context of recently approved
Washington Administrative Code requirements. From the college's perspective the benefits of
such a program may outweigh the costs. For example, requirements for this type of master's
degree would have more autonomy from state standards than those under which the MIT
program must operate. The college also currently has many of the library resources to support
the kind of student who would enroll.

The curriculum would need to include a strong research component devoted to action
research so that certified teachers could investigate and document their current work as classroom
teachers. One of the state's primary requirements for the professional certification is that
teachers be able to demonstrate a positive improvement in K-12 student learning in the academic
domain congruent with the state's educational reform legislation. The current conceptual
framework themes of the MIT program (see section A.2. above) would underly the development
of this degree.

reference: Chapter 180-79A WAC, "Standards for Teacher...Certification."
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(2) Master's degree for prospective K-12 principals

Teachers in Evergreen's immediate region holding a teaching certificate who wish to
receive the principal's certification generally face a traveling hardship to find a college that is
approved to offer such a program. From a school improvement and leadership perspective, the
public service mission of Evergreen would be expanded by meeting the certification needs of
prospective school principals. Evergreen could contribute to offering a progressive view toward
the principal's role. The principal's certification could be designed as part of a master's degree
program.

Considerations prior to pursuing such a direction would involve a careful review of the
Washington Administrative Code requirements for program approval for the principal's
certification. Drawbacks to proceeding with an advanced degree for school principals need to be
considered. First, adding another accreditation requirement to the college would have associated
costs in terms of new resources that would need to be weighed against the projected benefits.
Secondly, the type of faculty member who would be hired into this kind of program might have
limited expertise for rotating into the undergraduate curriculum. Prior to putting any extensive
staff and faculty time into examining the merits of this possibility, the college may wish to invest
in a survey of the region to determine the actual potential application pool that might exist for a
principal's certification/master's degree program.

e. K-12 partnerships and school reform: An expanded role for the college?

The working relationship of both the MIT program and other entities within the college
having some type of connection with local K-12 school districts might be enhanced by a college-
wide partnership with local school districts. The level of partnership would be initiated between
the president/provost and local superintendents/assistant superintendents. Having such a
partnership provides a trusting foundation for pursuing, for example, collaborative grant
opportunities when they arise. Evergreen-school district partnerships would also provide a
context for interested undergraduate faculty to seek subject-matter specific grants that have
application to K-12 schools and to have a basis for deliberating with K-12 schools as well as with
internal Evergreen units.

Following a partnership agreement a first step could be the collaborative hosting of a
school staff development day of workshops highlighting "best practices" by K-12 teachers. The
college's involvement could serve to elevate the kind of discourse that often surrounds
unrecognized teacher innovations and progressive actions and to help place "best practices" in
the context of both state and national school reform movements. If this were a direction the
college sought to move as part of its public service mission, Evergreen would be positioning itself
further as a welcoming place for school districts to address school reform. With the MIT
program and college's public service center The Evergreen Center for Educational Improvement,
K-12, working in collaboration, TESC has the capacity to move in this direction, but would
increase its perceived public commitment by the visible inauguration of college-school district
partnerships by the provost and president.
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*Note:
' "The MIT 1996-98 Year One Program Portfolio" cited as a reference on pages 11, 16-17 is a three-notebook

portfolio prepared by the faculty team for MIT 1996-98 and provides a detailed look at the enactment of the MIT
curriculum during year one of a program cycle. The portfolio is supported by
• samples of student work in the form of various portfolios;
• "Weaving the Web of Democracy: An Integrated Approach to Teacher Preparation," an introductory video tape
providing an overview of the MIT program;

• an audio tape of the MIT 1996-98 faculty team describing their professional motivations for participating in the
MIT program, their curriculum planning process for their teaching cycle, reflections on year one of their cycle,
and the learning students gained from year one (tape located in section 10 of the portfolio).
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